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This franchise is another cult film. Whenever you watch the film, you realize the quality of the film. Thirties Hindi movies were considered perfect by critics
and audience alike. Director Sergio Leone perfectly captures the jovial spirit of the roaring thirties through his very own style. Other filmmakers have tried to
emulate the same style, especially in Hollywood. It was director George Miller who made an honest attempt at a roaring thirties style. His style is evident in
Mad Max: Fury Road and delivers a powerful theme of rebellion against societal norms. The film also marks the comeback of Mel Gibson in cinema after his
infamous meltdown. Dax Shepard's character in Mad Max is both a strong character and is too complicated to be explained in any detail here. Hence, we
have only a little information that is enough for you to know about this movie - Mad Max: Fury Road. Why we included Best Tamil movies on Prime video?

First, it's one of the oldest and popular platforms among all the top streaming services. Second, we don't have a good enough knowledge on Tamil movies.
Hence, we included this movie as a niche. Though the film was a big hit in India, the film didn't do well in the West. It won the Golden Globe Award for best

film - foreign language. Let's be frank, it doesn't sound like a hilarious comedy. In fact, we have a feeling it might be a duller version of the original. However,
the chemistry between Siddharth and Radhika is one of the most interesting. And on top of that, we have a few idyllic scenes between Radhika and Siddharth

which makes the film a little bit different.
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The film is an adaptation of the
postapocalyptic adventure novel Max Zorkys
Road by George Miller, which was based on a

1983 Australian film of the same name. In
the film, Mad Max (Tom Hardy) and his wife

(Halle Berry) are traveling on a bus driven by
an unnamed, prison-bound black man and a

young white woman in the American
wasteland, hoping to join up with a gang of
other survivors in order to find water. The

driver attempts to rape Max, but she knocks
him out, causing the bus to crash. Max is
shot and wounded in the arm and leg, but

neither of the women is badly hurt. Leaning
on a busted-up motorcycle, Max heads south
for a new life with his wife, after saving them
from a gang of brutal women seeking to rape

and rob them. They come across an
abandoned gas station with a mechanic,

whose resourcefulness and kindness are key
to Max and Charlize Therons survival. Mad
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Max is a reboot of the 80s Mad Max film
series. Although the classic 3-film series

became a cult favorite during its initial run in
the 80s, the latest addition in the franchise

Fury Road came after a gap of 30 years. The
reboot version replaces Mel Gibson with Tom

Hardy in the titular role of Mad Max
Rockatansky. The film also features Charlize
Theron as the female lead. If you missed out
on the classic version, you could revisit the
Mad Max universe with the 2015 Fury Road

on Prime. Its also available in Hindi. The
2016 film Mad Max: Fury Road reminds you

that Hollywood cinema is still in a strong
place after a historic run of box-office

events. In 2015, Hollywood had a series of
high-profile box-office hits: The Revenant,

Joy, The Martian and Straight Outta
Compton, among others. That success

continued in 2016 with X-Men: Apocalypse,
Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, The
Martian and Mad Max: Fury Road all hitting

the top 10. 5ec8ef588b
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